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Bradley Granger is a vice president, operational and clinical underwriting with Lancaster
Pollard, a financial services firm based in Columbus, Ohio, that specializes in providing
capital funding to the health care, senior living and affordable housing sectors. In addition
to underwriting tax-exempt and taxable bond offerings, Lancaster Pollard provides
organizations a complete range of funding options through its Fannie Mae/FHA/GNMA/
USDA-approved mortgage lender subsidiary. It can also provide bridge-to-agency lending,
private equity, balance sheet lending and investing, and M&A services.
The Clinical Risk Group significantly enhances Lancaster Pollard’s ability to analyze and
assess risk factors in senior care facilities and to pass that knowledge on to our clients. Brad
also assists clients in developing business opportunities relating to improving managed
care relationships, hospital referral patterns and reimbursement enhancement.
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The expertise and perspective of the Clinical Risk Group enables Lancaster Pollard to
create best-in-class credit narratives and offering memoranda which demonstrate and
convey the most thorough understanding of seniors housing and care in the industry. Our
clients benefit from more efficient review processes that lead to better outcomes, whether
the objective is closing a loan or preparing to acquire or divest an asset.
Post-closing, the Clinical Risk Group works collaboratively with our clients who have
obtained debt to proactively address operational benchmarks identified as key success
factors. The group continuously monitors various operational characteristics of the facilities
in our portfolio, developing benchmarks that identify opportunities for improvement.
Prior to joining Lancaster Pollard, Mr. Granger worked for Ultra Risk Advisors as a vice
president and underwriting manager for the long-term care professional liability program.
His past experience also includes American Safety Insurance, PointRight Analytics,
Inc., Trilogy Health Services and HCR Manor Care, where he was a regional director of
operations for nine facilities.
Mr. Granger is a licensed nursing home administrator and licensed property and casualty
(P&C) insurance broker. He holds a BSBA in finance from The Ohio State University and
an MBA from Franklin University.
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